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DP  Dante Spinotti on Public Enemies
Working with Michael Mann, Lighting for HD, and Going for Deep
Focus

     

By Debra Kaufman / Jul 1, 2009

Public Enemies, the John Dillinger biopic directed by Michael Mann and starring Johnny Depp,
Christian Bale and Marion Cotillard, is one of the summer’s most hotly anticipated films. The feature
pairs Mann with his frequent collaborator, cinematographer Dante Spinotti, ASC, AIC, who also shot –
on 35mm film – Mann’s The Insider (1999), Heat (1995), The Last of the Mohicans (1992) and
Manhunter (1986). This time, having had good experiences with the three Genesis-shot features
already under his belt (2007′s Slipstream and 2008′s Deception and Flash of Genius), Spinotti shot
digitally, using the Sony CineAlta F23 camera system. Film & Video caught up with Spinotti in
Australia, where he is prepping for another F23 project, The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the
Dawn Treader, directed by Michael Apted.

Top: Dante Spinotti, photo by Peter Mountain; All images courtesy Universal Pictures

I understand that Mann originally thought he might shoot Public Enemies with film. What
convinced him to stick with digital acquisition?

At the beginning, Michael Mann was considering shooting film, doing a more traditional approach.
Then we did a set of tests and the digital camera responded very well and was slightly sharper than
Super 35mm, so we saw the sharpness of the image wasn’t a problem. Then we looked at the
potential that the digital camera gave us. First, you see what you’re doing right away. Artists who write
or paint, all these people see what they do. Even if you write music, you can listen to it and make
adjustments. You have time to think. Not so in making a movie. The final product is based in the
fundamental decisions you make in the last two minutes before you roll the camera. With traditional
photochemical film, you could say it’ll look like this or that. But it’s not like seeing exactly what you’re
photographing. So that’s one major objective. 
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Co-producer Bryan Carroll on the
Technology Behind Public
Enemies

A turning point in the career of Public
Enemies producer Bryan Carroll came
when he worked as a film and visual
effects editor for James Cameron on
Titanic. “That’s what sparked my interest

Also, the way the digital camera sees in the shadows is great, especially in a case like Public
Enemies where you’re aiming for a very strong realism. That means you can light in a way that the
audience is participating in an event as opposed to looking at something that’s constructed and lit so
the film has a look. It’s a very different approach. This is also because the camera can be on the
shoulder of the operator, so the operator is like a person looking at what’s happening. Because of the
elasticity you have in lighting, especially in the darkness, you don’t need to use the kind of a lighting
that depends on spotlights and traditional Hollywood lights. You can work with existing lights and
adjust them.

Why not go with a digital camera you’d already used? Why did you decide on the Sony F23
for Public Enemies?

Michael likes depth of field, images with deep focus, and that camera has a chip that’s more like
16mm that gave us that depth of focus. It’s the same reason why I chose the same camera for the film
I am going into now, The Chronicles of Narnia. The depth of field works in our favor. The camera also
has an advantage in the sense that it is much more elastic. You can adjust gamma curves and gain
for incredible control over the image. You can also shoot much bigger energy in the sense that you
can have a zoom lens and the camera can move around in a quicker way. 

In addition to the three F23s, we also had Sony 950s and an EX-1, which is a very small camera, very
compact, so it can be handled in a simple way. We took the 950s down to the body, with the
recording deck attached by cable. Any interior car shots or energetic Steadicam shots of bank
robberies, would use the 950s in this way. 

What did you and Mann particularly like about the
image you got with the F23?

Depth of field. Genesis is like 35mm. The F23 you can
compare to 16mm. When you think about documentaries
and other projects shot in 16mm, you have lots more
depth of field. [And] the image is sharper with the F23
because of the digital technology, so there isn’t a loss of
a quality in using a smaller format as opposed to the
wider 35mm format or the Genesis. 
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into shooting movies digitally from script
to screen,” he said. When he met
Michael Mann, the director was thinking
of shooting the night scenes in Ali
digitally. “And that’s how I got involved
with Michael, using what I had learned
from many years in the digital realm,” he
said. “I brought that in and started
building a bullet proof system, knowing
we would end up on film.”

Continue reading the interview >>

The other reason is the zoom lens [lenses used included
Zeiss DigiPrimes and the Fujinon T1.8 zoom] on the F23
has an f-stop of 1.9 or 2.1, so it transmits a lot more
light. It’s comparable to a 35mm lens. So that basically,
no matter where you’re shooting-street exterior or dark
interiors-you can keep the zoom on the camera because
it’s as bright as the prime lens. It allows the operator to
trim the shot and tweak it. That’s one of the main
reference notes of today’s filmmaking: most of the time
the shots are correctly trimmed to the exact frame
needed. In the past, you’d see more conservative kind of
framing because you didn’t have the agility of moving the
camera that quickly.

Michael likes to shoot even dialogue scenes with a lot of kineticism and athleticism, so that was
another reason [we went with the F23]. 

How much of the film was shot handheld?

Quite a bit. The camera was moving quite a bit, over the shoulder with medium to long lenses to
capture dialogue. It was hard work for all the operators, Lucas Bielan and Roberto De Angelis.

What was your lighting package?

We worked with set decorator Rosemary Brandenberg and production designer Nathan Crowley with
the gaffer Bob Krattiger and myself. We would work out some practical lighting, like a chandelier or
table lamps or floor lamps, lighting that was very similar to the truth. In 1933, the areas of darkness
were much wider than they are now. In those days, between a dim streetlight and another dim
streetlight was a big space of darkness. Having a digital camera allowed us to deal with those things
in a different way.

We had one gun battle at night where there’s a car chase through the forest. To light the road, we
used two Bebee Night Lights, which covered a lot of the road throughout the chase. For a long stretch
of road, we changed the headlights in 10 of the period cars to put more powerful headlights controlled
by a dimmer. When we look at them from the front, we brought the lights way, way down. They were
actually dim. When we shot inside the car, we used the headlights to light the road. And then we used
Diva or Vista lights on the bumpers. Far away, we’d have HMI lights in the sky so you see the
silhouette of the forest. These combos of lights were sufficient for an incredible action scene of a car
chase. We also did a lot of tests with the glow from the machine guns shooting. They emitted a lot of
light from the front of the barrels, so they were all practical and would light the scene, or at least the
faces of the actors.

How did you do dailies? 

Michael likes to do a basic color-correction inside the camera itself and then we would obviously do a
color-correction on the side monitor. The signal we were recording was already very much in the
direction of the look of the scene we wanted. 

What can you say about post-production?

With the digital camera, you know what you’re going to get into when you get into post. You don’t say,
“We’ll fix it in post. ” You say, “We make it in post and fix it in the camera.” You know the potentials
you have in post, so you work with your camera so you can reach those potentials when you go into
post-production.

The DI was with Stefan Sonnenfeld at Company 3. Michael has been working with him since he
started making movies there. It’s a very precise combination of how the DI equipment is lined up at
Company 3 and the way the lab reacts. I was there for a couple of the weeks of the DI, but the whole
process lasted for a long time so I wasn’t able to follow the whole operation. I was also there for early
film transfer tests.
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Final thoughts on using the F23 and on digital production in general?

You may use different formats for different movies The ARRI D-21 works for anamorphic and is good for
exteriors. You can also go back to film. Why not? Film has some remarkable advantages in recording
highlights as opposed to digital technology as it is now. You can adjust different cameras and make
different choices depending on the film. As far as the quality of the digital images, we’re going through
some very interesting 3D experimentation in filmmaking, which I think will be a thing of the future.
Stereoscopic 3D in this age is very effective and beautiful and is interesting for taking you more inside
the story, and that will take place with digital. I suspect these cameras, the F23 and Genesis, will
continue to make steps forward in terms of more sharpness, tonal range, recording of the highlights
and so forth.

Once you make tests and decide which camera you’re going to use, you don’t look back. You make
the camera be a part of the movie. I think Public Enemies worked out in an interesting way. Even the
aspect of doing a period film with modern technology was interesting.
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Jan Rus •  3 years ago

Finally someone understod that a movie does not have to look 100 procent film in order to acheive their goal. Sometimes the advantages that
the video picture gives you is much more important then the disadvantages. All you dops and movie workers wake up!! Don't spend all your time asking
your self "did it look like film?, did it feel like video??".Ask yourself if the cinematography served it's purpose and if it was right for the film! /Jan Rus, polish
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• Reply •

cinematographer
 0 

• Reply •

Julian •  3 years ago

I thought the story was great, the motion blur was a problem...took me out of the story! I guess they did not use the shutter to gain ASA for
night scenes.Pity. Still love Dante Spinotti work, always will.

 0 

• Reply •

Detective Boogie •  4 years ago

I've seen the movie in germany on film. Well..."Knowing" was RED, wasn't it? With "Knowing" i did not realize it but with PE, oh my god. What
happened??? I mean you sit there in the screening room, you sit there cc'ing it...i think you get what i want to say. Sadly, the look of PE took me out of
the story so much i hardly can't remember what it was about :( Pls don't get me wrong. I'm really into shooting digitally and it is possible. I'm still
wondering what happened with PE.

 0 

• Reply •

fred BArnes •  4 years ago

It looks like a freakin security cam. Talk about flimsy DOF. I wouldn't shoot a freakin...carpet commercial this poorly.
 0 

• Reply •

Dmh •  4 years ago

It's scary to hear a veteran DP talk about cameras and lighting like he's a middle school video production student. Very disappointing, not quite
as disappointing as Public Enemies was though. Spinotti needs to research and test cameras better before shooting a feature with them. Public Enemies
was one of the ugliest films I've seen. Also, film handles a much wider range than digital sensors, what is he talking about. His ignorance about digital
technology explains why the film's appearance sucked. Check out www.filmordigital.wordpress.co...

 0 

• Reply •

Gail D. •  4 years ago

I read the article and all the comments before I went to a free screening of Public Enemies. (I did not want to pay for it) I expected the worst,
since all my industry and non-industry friends had told me the story was horrible and it was visually ugly. Well - I was surprised at how truly ugly it was.
From the first frame, the video noise was too much of a distraction. The shaky cam (my absolute biggest pet peve) as a look choice, to me, makes any
movie look amateurish. Sure it worked on Cloverfield (Yikes! A good comment on that one!), but that was supposed to be amateurs shooting, not a
renowned DP. I noticed no one has mentioned that you could actually see the make up foundation on the actors! Johnny Depp is great, but not good
enough to survive the video image. I will say that I thought the story plodded along at an even pace but with no pizzazz with a new take on the subject
matter. If the only thing new about the movie was the "way it was shot" - wow - what a huge mistake!

 0 

• Reply •

timo •  4 years ago

saw the movie in a sneak preview, digital projetion (2k) with a good sound system and everything you would need to enjoy such a movie. but i
was very disapointed. the look was not working with the story at all. the way too shaky camera in many scenes, the sound-effects, the story that jus did
not want to get to an ending...sad to see those great actors in such a poor movie.maybe a bit shorter and a lot more film-look would´ve made the movie
work for the audience and not only people who are interested in trying out new looks...

 0 

• Reply •

WG •  4 years ago

The film looked too much like the History Channel. I understand that Mann was trying something new but the hyper clean video images and
distorted Zoom lens deep focus look along with the off-timing editorial was off-putting.

 0 

• Reply •

RPM •  4 years ago

It was somewhat difficult to suspend my disbelief during Public Enemies because of the video images. Whenever there was quick action on the
screen or a quick pan, it really got ugly. I especially noticed how bad it was when they're all outside the movie theater. The lights on the marquee were
completely distorted with artifacts all over the place. The lights were a bunch of mush. With regards to the sound. (I'm a long-time sound editor who's a
member of M.P.S.E. and Motion Picture Editors Guild...so I know what I'm talking about.) I thought the gunshots were very realistic sounding, HOWEVER,
they didn't have any 'movie magic'. When I see, and hear, a movie like this, I want dynamic sound, not something out of a documentary. Gunshots are
dull thuds, but, come on, this is supposed to be a friggin movie! Overall, I didn't like this film because I didn't have any empathy for the two main
characters. Good riddance to bad rubbish.

 0 

imm •  4 years ago

What a load of crap. Trying to sound like the look was deliberate. Sounds to me like they went to the studio, said they'd need 100 million to
shoot it, and the studio said we'll give you 30. Make it 25. And can you shoot it in a month? 
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• Reply •

studio said 'the audience doesn't know or care.' And Mann and Spinotti shrugged, took their paychecks, and went home. 
Horrible, horrible looking movies.

 0 

• Reply •

Robb •  4 years ago

After watching this movie, I sat silently in the theater in awe......In awe of how disappointed I was in the film. I walked out having lost a great deal
of respect for Michael Mann. I really expected more from such a great director and what could have been a film for the ages in line with Bonnie

 0 

• Reply •

Dan\'l •  4 years ago

From the opening scenes on, this movie bugged me. The motion blurring in addition to the overuse of wobbly close-ups absolutely distracted
from the story.I so wanted to enjoy the settings, costumes, and cars from a good period piece crime drama. I just couldn't get past the poor visual
quality. Bummer!

 0 

• Reply •

composite1 •  4 years ago

What is with you film purists endlessly whining about 'oh it wasn't film!' Film is great and so is Video. Now that everything has gone digital our
pallet as filmmakers has grown beyond expectation. I saw 'Enemies' in a crap theater with crap sound. I loved it both as a cinematographer and
moviegoer. I did notice the muted colors but then quickly realized it was an artistic choice. I also noticed the deep depth of field which didn't bother me at
all. Visually it felt more real without all the hollywood polish. I had no problems with the 'video feel' I noticed it early in the prison scene but the story was
engaging enough that I didn't care. And the posters who said, 'the awful cinematography spoiled for them' and the other who 'thinks they saw better
films at their filmschool' I ask, what would you have done to make it 'look' better and to the other, prove it.

 0 

• Reply •

BSR •  4 years ago

I thought the sound and picture problems were only in the theater I saw the film in. Guess it was everybody. 
they would have shot film. Too start the article off with Mann wanting film, then deciding on HD is infuriating. 
school look better. I was very distracted throughout. Plus the story was very disjointed. Felt more like snippets.

 0 

• Reply •

Adam •  4 years ago

I was so looking forward to this film being a big fan of Mann, Depp etc, and the period. Sadly from the first frame the simply awful
cinematography spoiled it for me. From the ill judged handheld camera work largely at odds with the action to the totally inconsistent lighting. The interior
cinema scenes were practically buzzing with video noise, whilst the exterior night scenes, particularly the forest scene, were so overlit as to look faintly
ridiculous.A real mess, and a missed opportunity.

 0 

• Reply •

CoreyB •  4 years ago

I think this video movement in feature films is a response to Reality TV. If we associate video with realism, then we will learn the see features shot
in this way as more "real" than film.Not sure if that's a good thing.When talkies came out, people predicted total failure.Give it time, it may yet catch on.

 0 

• Reply •

Voyeur •  4 years ago

Truly THE WORST looking movie I have ever seen. Long live film.
 0 

• Reply •

Picklepuss •  4 years ago

Film vs. digital is not a religious argument in the movie biz. We've been shooting negative forever, not reversal, for some very good reasons
which don't translate to still photography. The F23 is representative of newer digital cameras with a larger dynamic range; the F950 and EX-1 are
representative of the previous generation of cameras, the EX-1 being basically the down-marketing of the F900/950 series.I though PE was a mess, "all
over town like a cheap suit" as Philip Marlowe would say. A shining example of how NOT to make a movie. I did enjoy the script, performances, and art
direction, though.

 0 

• Reply •

mike o •  4 years ago

Worst looking film I have ever seen. What a mess. A prime example of how to screw up your story by letting the camera get in the way.
 0 

• Reply •

Philip •  4 years ago

video is like energy saving light bulbs:makes sense on paper, looks crap.what was wrong with shooting film?gotta love Mann
 0 
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• Reply •

PK •  4 years ago

This is so cool because the New York Times review of PE was gushing over how great it looked and you guys are shredding it. 
still photographer to watch you guys going through the same film vs. digital religious argument that we went through...

 0 

• Reply •

Tim T •  4 years ago

In-camera color correction? In-camera color correction? "The signal we were recording was already very much in the direction of the look of the
scene we wanted."I hope he's just being simplistic in his explanation and they used a LUT and didn't actually BURN IN color correction onto their master
dailies. But judging by how awful this looked, and how inconsistent the color was, I don't want to give them the benefit of the doubt.

 0 

• Reply •

Phil •  4 years ago

I couldn't help it, I wanted to love this film. Especially the hand-held shots and how the scenes where put together. But I immediatley noticed
that every shot made me think I was watching something from the BBC on PBS and my first reaction was "This has to be video". It was a huge
distraction and I really wish they used film for this time period.

 0 

• Reply •

thxapproved •  4 years ago

Unfortunately there are many cinematographers who are just getting into shooting video (yes video) It seems as if people who've shot video in
a previous incarnation, really know how to make video look like film. Mr. Spinotti is a very talented cinematographer, but sometimes if your crews have not
worked with video enough, the trick to "the look" can be an elusive one, even though it is really quite simple. Cinematographers who want to use the new
technologies (Genesis, RED, Arri, SI, etc.), should talk to the guys in the trenches who have been shooting video and HD for years now. 
comical to watch the Hollywood guys make these discoveries and grand statements, when the guys in the flyover states and elsewhere have said these
things long ago. Meh.. just watched the trailer. Looks very well shot and lit. The only problem seems to be one of shutter speed (equiv. to angle on film
camera). I noticed this issue with films shot with the Thomson Viper. This happens a lot when you switch a video camera into 24PsF mode and do not
keep the shutter speed at at least 1/48th of a second. Some cameras default to 1/24th of a second. 
about shooting film or video. Many of you have been exposed to scenes captured digitally and probably never noticed, so it's not a matter of digital or
film, it's simply another tool in the cinematographers' arsenal. And one final thing we may be overlooking... Mr. Spinotti may have wanted it that way.

 0 

• Reply •

Chribbe •  4 years ago

I saw the trailer and thought it looked soo video. The motion blur and the roll off in the hightlights looks really bad. Yes, it takes you out of the
story! Would have liked to seen this shot on film or Red.

 0 

• Reply •

Sebastian •  4 years ago

I agree that the video look took away from a period piece with the sharpness and deep focus. If shooting video might as well try getting soft
focus to help the film look and in this case produce nostalgia... Big supporter of digital cinema, but with the right stories. Felt I was watching a soap opera
many times, although in some cases -like daylight- you can't really tell it's video.

 0 

• Reply •

Tharp •  4 years ago

Some of this movie was beatiful but alot was not. Some or the wides were amazing but when they used a longer lense it seemed was to video-e.
So when it comes to the dof it really didn't matter as much. The motion is really what ruined this cinematography for me. It had lots of sloppy whip pans
and floated around. For some reason the way it felt shoulder mounted did not feel the same as what you seein a typical cinema style it felt a little to reality
tv based. At moments this movie felt made for tv. Depp really made this movie.

 0 

• Reply •

daniel •  4 years ago

I just saw this movie and have been a big Mann fan for years. I think the digital had pros and cons but was mostly distracting and ugly to look
at. It does add a sense of verite, but that is based on an association in our minds from seeing documentaries. It's a modern association, based on
technology, and for that reason distracts from the sense of being in the 1930s.

 0 

• Reply •

Aaron Collins •  4 years ago

I saw the trailer for Public Enemies and it looked really good. I can't believe that was digital image it makes me want to see it that much more.
Plus it was shot in my hometown Chicago.

 0 

Mark Modare •  4 years ago

I completely agree with halfmac's statement. The movie felt so much like video tape that while the shot selection was very nice, I was often
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• Reply •

more distracted and taken out of the film than being a part of it as originally intended.
 0 

• Reply •

qed •  4 years ago

Thank you,saw enemies last night,for bringing the steam engine and ford trimotor out of the dim past and putting these assertive icons of
mechanical history front and center with cinima and staging The presence of mind associated with the switching room technology held my attntion as
well. The forest scens were wonderful. Bravo for lighting it with the variable vintage light positions. Going back to the last of the moheacans and the
memory of the rflection in the still river of an elipsed stone bridge, more. qed

 0 

• Reply •

rob •  4 years ago

Jesus Christ. USE FILM.
 0 

• Reply •

Oscar Avalos •  4 years ago

I understand why everybody (specially traditionalists/purists) hate the way this movie was shot, but me being a new and more progressive
filmmaker understand and actually praise the work done in this movie, loved the contrast between period piece and "docu-feel".Gives the audience a
sensation of realism, not so much as "look at this beautiful classical piece that looks like a fairy tale" but more like "look at this awesome story that actually
happened and it's almost as if you were watching in-your-face news coverage of it(anybody said war footaget?)"So, good for you Mr. Spinnotti! And no,
I'm not connected in any way with this movie, my name is Oscar Avalos and I work independantly at ODA productions...

 0 

• Reply •

Mark Sullivan •  4 years ago

I saw the film today. I did enjoy the all the handheld work as well as the look. Seemed very '30s. The motion blur seemed steppy. 
it on the sides of the dancing scene.

 0 

• Reply •

JT •  4 years ago

I have to concur with halfmac, just saw it in the theater as well. While many of the F23 shots looked great, the EX1 and 950 shots were pretty
easy to spot. High shutter speed in many areas looked very uncinematic - like a History Channel reenactment shot on video. 
harshly clipped in a way that was surprisingly bad. Lots of places with gainy noise in the shadows too. 
visually overall.

 0 

• Reply •

ASCfan •  4 years ago

Just saw this last night (Jul 1). omg, Yes to the last comment. Noticed right away movement of people very different/similar to video effect. The
lack of(or difference) of motion blur was very apparent when people moved quickly, even when the camera moved. Also obvious note: in dark scenes,
with lots of shadow - HD noise verrrry noticeable (equivalent to film grain). Im guessing as a result of the transfer to film. 
any HD picture, but the gamma, the sort of muted overall color of the image couldve been punched up if it was shot on film. Though, an okay movie. 
my screening, not sure if anyone else had this problem, but the sound lapsed in the theater I was in (AMC), sometimes the music louder than the voice
track. anyways, thats my 5 cents.

 0 

• Reply •

Kevin Mulvey •  4 years ago

I saw the movie in Chicago. Hoping for more of Dillanger's history. Some of the scenes were lit beautifully and some like the club not so. The club
scene everyone's flesh tones were dark amber, it looked like a wonderful location but we couldn't see it. After reading your article, it made sense to me
that in that era interiors did not have hilights in every nook and cranny like the clubs of today. Brings to mind Kubrick's Barry Lyndon.The movie looked
great, but I thought it was HD video when in one scene we see an early evening sky, sun gone, trees outlined by a white and lavender sky, but the white
area that was over 100 ire had a magenta like outline separating the bright part of the sky and the darkness of the horizon and the trees. That said video
to me. I wish I didn't care about this. Thanks.

 0 

• Reply •

halfmac •  4 years ago

Just saw the film on film at the local theatre. A very good movie but I hated the motion blur of the cameras. 
video. The blur was not natural and I feel took away from the story, especially a period piece.

 0 

• Reply •

Steve Wargo •  4 years ago

It's a pleasure to watch Michael's movies. He shows us the entire scene where the younger filmmakers of today seem to want to soften the
backgroung way too much. Bravo to this team for doing it right, every time.
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